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Abstract  
The results of mathematical and experimental studies presented in preceding  

reports clearly show that the model Μ1 accurately describes the properties of a  
frozen fringe when the steady growth of an ice layer occurs. In this work the  

steady growth of ice-rich frozen soil is studied by using Μ1  . Deriving a traveling  
wave solution to the problem, we have found that the condition of steady growth  

of ice-rich frozen soil is uniquely determined by a set of two physical variables,  
such as αo and α 1  used earlier, under given hydraulic conditions and over-
burden pressures and that the traveling wave solution converges to the solution  

to the problem of α steadily growing ice layer when the velocity of the 0°C  
isotherm relative to the unfrozen part of the soil vanishes.  

Cover: Temperature gradients α  i  and α0.  

For conversion of SI metric units to U.S./ Βritish customary units of measurement  
consult Standard Practice for Use of the lntemσtional System of Units (S/), ASTM  
Standard Ε380-89α, published by the American Society for Testing and Mater-
ials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pα. 19103.  
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NOMENCLATURE  

ao function defined by eq 63g 
function defined by eq 63h 

n boundary in R0  and also used a generic mov- 
a1 ing surface  

b defined by eq 63c n velocity of n = dn/dt  
boundary with i = 0, 1 bo function defined by eq 63d n;  where n0  denotes the  

b 1 function defined by eq 63e boundary where Τ = 0°C and n 1  the interface  
between R2 and a frozen fringe 

b2 function defined by eq 69b  ρ o 
Pi  pressure of the ith constituent where i =  1, 2  

Pyo value of Pl  at no  

Ριn value of P 1  at n  

gravity term, 0.098 kPa/cm 
b3 function defined by eq 69c  
Β ; ith constituent of the mixture. Subscripts i = 

1, 2, and 3 are used to denote unfrozen water,  

ice and soil minerals, respectively 
c heat capacity of the mixture defined by eq Ρ21 value of Ρ2 at n 1  

10c q heat flux in the mixture by conduction defined 
by eq 8b co defined by eq 41c 

heat capacity of the ith constituent ci q± limiting value of q as ξ approaches n 1  while ξ 
d unit of time, day is in R 1  

d; density of the Nth constituent 
mass flux of the ith constituent relative to 

q limiting value of q as ξ approaches n 1  while ξ 
is in R2 

f; 
that of soil minerals where i —1, 2 qi heat flux in the ith constituent by conduction 

rate of frost heave 

 unfrozen P art of the soil 
frozen fringe 

fly 

mass flux of the ith constituent relative to r 

that of soil minerals in R wher e i =  1 , 2 and ^ RR0 
j= 0, 1, 2 
heat content of the ith constituent 
function defined by eq 56a 
function defined by eq 56b 

R1 
h; R2 frozen part of the soil 
Ιο Rm  region in the diagram of temperature gradi- 
Ι ents where an ice layer melts 

region in the diagram of temperature gradi-
ents where the steady growth of an ice layer 
occurs 

12 function defined by eq 59b RS 

k thermal conductivity of the mixture 
thermal conductivity in R ;  where i = 0, 1, 2 
limiting value of k1  defined by eq 40h 
limiting value of k2  defined by eq 48 
hydraulic conductivity in the unfrozen part 
of the soil 

k; Rs boundary between R S  and R u  
region in the diagram of temperature gradi- 
ents where the steady growth of an ice layer 
does not occur  

k 11 
k21 

Ru 

Κo 

s defined by eq 32b  
defined by eq 31b Κi empirical function defined by eq 1 where i = s+ 

1, 2  
S defined by eq 71e 

Κ;1 limiting value of K;  as ξ approaches n 1  while 
ξ isinR1, i =1,2 Si defined by eq 70d-70g where i =—  1, 2, , 4 

Κio limiting value of K;  as ξ approaches n0  while t time 

ξ is in R1, i = 1,2 Τ temperature of the mixture 
temperature at n;  where i = 0,1 L latent heat of fusion of water, 334 J g4 

boundary where the content of unfrozen 
water is negligible 

Ti 

m Τσ temperature at n o  and used also as a reference 
temperature 

Μ; name of a model defined in Part I where i = νi velocity of the ith constituent where i = 1, 2, 3 
ν1 inR^where i =1,2,3and j =0,1,2 1,2,3 v; 

iv  



✓ defined by eq 20 
V in R^ where 1 =0,1,2 

At function defined by eq 23f  
V j defined by eq 24e  
wi defined by eq 35b where i = 0, 1, 2 µ0 defined by eq 34a  
wig defined by eq 35a where i = 0,1 and j = 0, 1, defined by eq 22h  

2 defined by eq B8  
x spatial coordinate ν 1 defined by eq 23i  
X defined by eq Al v at Τ =  Τ1  
Υ defined by eq Β4 coordinate defined by eq 16  

frost heave ratio defined by eq 72  
defined by eq B2  

Υ1 defined by eq B6 
z defined by eq 10b πο 
z1 defined by eq 44c π1 defined by eq B3  
αo absolute value of the temperature gradient at Pi bulk density of the ith constituent  

no  
α 1 absolute value of the limiting temperature 

gradient as ,ξ approaches n1  while ξ is in R2, 
defined by eq 47 

P ι^ 
 P' In R ^ 

σ effective stress defined by eq 60b 
σ1 defined by eq 59a 

empirical function of Τ defined by eq 55a β0 defined by eq 41b Φο 

β1 defined by eq 46 Φo1 value of Φ0  at Τ = Τ1 

Φ1 empirical function of Τ defined by eq 55b  y constant, 1.12 MPa °C -1 
δ thickness of a frozen fringe φ11 value of 01  at Τ = Τ1 

δ0 defined by eq 54c 02 empirical function of Τ defined by eq 55c 
021 value of Φ2  at Τ =  Τ1 

ηι  some function of x and t  

Ι ψ ί  jump of ψ defined by eq 11b 

ψ+  defined by eq 12b 

ε defined by eq 58b 
η defined by eq 40f 
Θ i volumetric content of the ith constituent 
λi rate of supply of mass of the ith constituent 

per unit volume of the mixture η-  defined by eq 12a 
λΡi rate of surface supply of mass of the ith con- 

stituent per unit surface of the mixture de- 
* superscript used to indicate the value of any 

variable evaluated when a point ( α1, α0) in 
the diagram of temperature gradients is on 
Rs 

fined by eq 14a 
A function defined by eq 26f 
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Traveling Wave Solutions to the Problem  
of Quasi-Steady Freezing of Soils  

YOSHISUKE NAKANO  

INTRODUCTION  

We will consider the one-directional steady 
growth of an ice layer. Let the freezing process 
advance from the top down and the coordinate x 
be positive upward with its origin fixed at some 
point in the unfrozen part of the soil. Α freezing 
soil in this problem may be considered to consist of 
three parts: the unfrozen part R 0, the frozen fringe 
R1  and the ice layer R2 as shown in Figure 1. The 
physical properties of parts R 0  and R2 are well 
understood, but our knowledge of the physical 
properties and the dynamic behavior of part R 1 
does not appear sufficient for engineering applica-
tions. 

The results of our mathematical and experi-
mental study on the steady growth condition of an  

ice layer were presented in the three previous  
reports (Nakano 1990, Takeda and Nakano 1990,  
Nakano and Takeda 1991). These results clearly  

show that the model Μ1  accurately describes the  

properties of a frozen fringe during the steady  

growth of an ice layer under negligible overbur-
den pressure. The model Μ1  is the frozen fringe  
where ice may exist but does not grow during the  
steady growth of an ice layer and the mass flux of  
waterfl  is given as 

fl 
 —  Kl áPl = — (1) 

ax ax  
m TT m  

R2 

where xis the space coordinate, and Κ1  and Κ2 are  
the properties of a given soil that generally depend  

on temperature T and the composition of the soil. 

n, 

R Ι 

Τ = Τι 

Nakano (1990) has shown that the velocity  
0(= d no /d t) of the frost front is nonpositive and  

vanishes when the steady growth of an ice layer  

occurs. In this work we will study a case in which  
1:10 is a given negative constant and the steady 
growth of ice-rich frozen soil, instead of an ice  
layer, takes place. In such a case the frozen fringe  

R1  also moves downward with a constant speed.  
Ice may or may not exist in R 1 . However, if a  
certain steady distribution of ice is present in R 1,  
then the growth of ice must occur in R 1  because 
unlike the case of a steadily growing ice layer, the 
velocity of soil particles in R 1  relative tο ι 0  does not 
vanish when ń 0 < 0. Because of this we must 
modify the definition οfΜ 1  so that ice may grow in 
R1  when no < 0. 

Α 

n^ = ^^ = o (°C) 

o R0 

n 

Figure 1. Steady growth of ice-rich frozen soil. 



The objective of this work is to show that there 
exists a traveling wave solution to the problem of 
steadily growing ice-rich frozen soil and that this 
solution is reduced to the solution to the problem 
of a steadily growing ice layer obtained in the 
previous report (Nakano 1990) when the velocity  

n0 vanishes. We will also show that the condition 
of a the steady growth of ice-rich frozen soils 
under given hydraulic conditions and applied 
pressures is uniquely determined by a set of two 
physical variables, such as α0  and a1, used in the 
previous reports. 

given as (Nakano 1986) 

- - 

at 

a (ρi h ; )  _ - a (ρi  h  V; ) —  a  qi τ 1,2,3 (6)  
ax ax  

where p i  h is the heat content of the ith constituent 
per unit bulk volume and q i  the heat flux by con-
duction. We assume that the constituents are local-
ly in thermal equilibrium with each other, i.e., that 
the constituents have locally a common tempera-
ture T (°C). Under such an assumption, the heat 
content h i  is given as 

BASIC EQUATIONS h1= c1 (T — T0) (7a)  
We will treat the soil as a mixture of water in the  

liquid phase B1, ice Β2 and soil minerals Β3 with 
bulk densities Pi' Ρ2  and  ρ3,  respectively. If d i  is the  
density of the ith constituent, then the volumetric 
content Θ i  of the ith constituent is given as  

h2 = — L + c2(T — Τ0) (7b)  

h3 = c3(T — Το). (7c)  

We sum up eq 6 for  i  = 1,2,3 to obtain the heat  

balance equation of the mixture given as  ei  = Pi/di • (2) 

It is clear that the sum of θ i  should be unity, namely Σ  pi  h i 
a 

= — 
-- Σ  pi h i ν — a q (8a) 

 1  
81± 82±03=1. (3)  where q  is defined as  

We will assume that the density of each constitu-
ent of the mixture remains constant. Thus, the re-
sults of this study are accurate if the deformation  

of each constituent is negligibly small, regardless 
of overburden pressure. The dry density of the un-
frozen part of the soil is assumed constant during 

q Σ  qi. (8b)  

the freezing process. 

It is known that qi  depends on the bulk density pi ,  
the thermal properties of ith constituent, the tern-
perature gradient and the way in which the ith 
constituent is distributed in the mixture. For the 
sake of simplicity we will approximate q as We will assume that the unfrozen part of the soil 

is kept saturated with water at all times by using 
an appropriate device of water supply. The bal-
ance of mass for the ith constituent is given 
(Nakano 1986) as 

q  
-k aΤ (8c) 

ax  

a t 
Pi -  (pivi ) +  λ; , τ 1 ,2,3 (4) 

where k is the thermal conductivity of the mixture  

that generally depends on the thermal properties 
of each constituent and the composition of the a  

where νi  is the velocity of the ith constituent and λi 
is the time rate of supply of mass of the ith constit-
uent per unit volume of the mixture. It should be 
mentioned that the summation convention on in-
dex i is not in force here, so that ( ρ iνi) represents 
only one term. Since none of the constituent is 
involved in chemical reaction, we have 

mixture.  
Using eq 4, we reduce eq 8a to 

/ Πi ^t — hiii — Σ Pivi = 

a 
h; —

a  
q. (9)  

ax ax 

We will assume that c;  and L in eq 7a, 7b and 7c 
do not depend on T. Choosing Τ0 to be 0 (°C) and 
using eq 7a, 7b and 7c, we reduce eq 9 to: 

λl  + ½ = 0 and λ3 = 0. (5) 

a
— q =L(λ2 ±z) (10a) 

The balance of heat for the ith constituent is x 

2  



where z is defined as conservation law of either heat or mass must be  

violated if one of these conditions does not hold  

true at n. Lz — c T- 
α t 

+(cl — c2) T λ2 — Σ ρi vi ci ^a 
αt  

(10b) 

Quasi-steady problem  
c = c1 ρ1 + c2ρ2 + c3ρ3 . (10c) We will consider a special case in which a frost  

We will now consider a moving surface whose 
location is given as 

front x = n0(t) moves with a constant velocity ηΡ o. In  
such a case we will seek a quasi-steady solution to  
the problem described by eq 4 and 10a in the form  
of a traveling wave. We will introduce a new  

independent variable ξ defined as x = n(t) <_ m (t). (11a) 

In a neighborhood of n(t) we choose two moving 
surfaces n (t) and n+(t) with n (t) > n(t) > n+(t). The 
jump of a quantity ψ(x,t) at n(t) is defined as 

ξ = x —ń ο t (16)  

where ń ο = dń o(t)/dt. Using eq 16 we reduce eq 4 
to  

ΙnΙ ψ - ψ+ (11b) 
d  p1  (ν — no)= λ i , ι 1,2,3 (17)  

where d ξ  

ψ lim (12a) For the sake of convenience we will define new  
dependent variablesfι  and f2  as 

n- -)n  

= lim '' (12b) ^ P1  (νι  — v3) (18a)  
n+-"n  

f2 = ρ2 (v2 — v3) (18b)  
It is clear that I ψ  I = 0 if ψ is continuous at n(t).  

Jump conditions at n(t) under the assumption It is easy to see that fi  (i =  1, 2) is the mass flux of 
either Β 1  or Β2 relative to the mass flux of soil 
particles. Using eq 18a and 18b, we reduce eq 17 to 

of a continuous T are given (Nakano 1986) as 

Ι Pi vi Ι = ΙΡi Ι ii+ Χ i t 1 2 3 ,, (13a)  
(piV) '=-f'  — λ2 (19a)  

191 = Ι ^ ρihil 
n — Σ vi ρihi (13b) 

(P2V)'= - f ± λ2 (19b) 

where λi is the surface supply of the mass of the hit 
constituent defined as 

(V) ' - 0 (19c) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect 
tοξ and V isdefinedas 

λi = lim λi dx (14a) V = V3— ń 0 . (20)  
n+, n- .4n . n +  

and ńi s assumed to be continuous and is defined 
Using eq 16,18a and 18b, we will reduce eq 10a  

and 10b to  
as  

n d n (14b) 
9'= — (kT')' = L(λ2  + z) (21a)  

= 
dt Lz= —(c 1fi +c2f2 + c V)  T+(c1 —c 2) T. ( 21b  ) 

From eq 5 we obtain  
Traveling wave solution  

λ1 + λ2 = 0 and λ3 = 0. (15) We will derive a traveling wave solution that  

The jump conditions, eq 13a and 13b, are necessary 
and sufficent conditions for the conservation law 
of heat and mass to hold at n. In other words, the 

satisfies the jump conditions, eq 13a and 13b, at n 1,  
and the balance equations of mass and heat, eq 19a  

19b 19c and 21a. We will assume that the bound-
cries n, no, n1  and min Figure 1 move with the same  

3  



constant velocity, namely: Vι and that of Vi  as ξ approaches n0  with ξ > n0  by 
Vl as shown in Figure 2. Our immediate task is to 
reduce the number of unknown variables appear-
ing in this figure by using the jump conditions and 

= hO = hi = hi . (22a) 

The pressure P 1  of water is assumed to be a given 
constant at n as 

the balance equations of mass and heat. 
Integrating eq 19a, 19b and 19c from ξ 

to m +, we obtain 
n  

Ρι (n) = Ρin . (22b)  
fι + 0i2172 = fι2 + 6 2V2 — Λ (23a)  

According to Μι  (Nakano 1990), the mass flux of  
water fιι  in R ι  is given as ρ22V = ρZ2VτΡ + Ai (23b)  

fol = —  Κι ρι K2 
^r ξ  

for  ξ  in Ri (22c) ρ32 V2= P32 172 (23c)  

where 
Ι2 /Κι -> y as fii --* 0 (22d)  

V2 = v32 — ń ο = r — ń ο (23d)  
lim 13i(ξ) 
ξ - nl 

= Ρ2(n1) = Ρ21 (22e)  
V2  = V32  — ho (23e)  

ξ in Ri  
m+  

where Ρ2 is the pressure of the frozen part of the 
soil R2 and y is a constant with the value of 1.12 
MPa °C-1 . 

/xi  = λ2dξ (23f) 
nī  

We will also assume that the composition of the 
soil is continuous and λ2 vanishes at n0  as 

where it is assumed that the temperature T at ξ =  m 

m is low so that f1 and ρ12  vanish. This implies that 

(ρl Ι 0, λ2 = 0 at no (22f) 
ν32  is equal to the rate of frost heave r. Eliminating 
At we will reduce eq 23a, 23b and 23c to 

The assumption of eq 22f implies that the velocity 
viand the flux of heat q are continuous at n 0. We 
will assume that the movement of ice relative to 
soil particles is negligibly small everywhere, that 
is  

m  
V2 ' P 1 2 ' P '22 P3 '  f 1 

 

R2  

f2 = 0 in R1  (i = 0,1,2). (22g) 17 	' P 12 ' 2 P22 ' P32 '  f  12 
^ 1 ½ 

As we discussed (Nakano 1990), when the steady 
growth of an ice layer occurs, the pressure P 1  is 
continuous but the first derivative dΡ1  /dx of Πι 

 maybe discontinuous at n0 . Therefore, the bound-
ary n0  is generally a free boundary where the first  

derivative dΡι  /dξ may be discontinuous. Finally  
we will assume that Ρι  is given as 

P 	 , 1 P21  , P3,f 1 1  

R 1 V1. 
P 11 , 	P21 ' 	Ρ31 ' f11 ' Λ  

V ī  P 11 ' Ρ21  ' Ρ31 '  f  1 1 
n0o  

Ρι = ρ3ν(T) (22h) 
 

where v(T) is a given empirically determined func- 
tion of T that is assumed to be approximated by the 

R  0 17  ' P 10 ' 	30'' 0 f  10  

equilibrium unfrozen water content at Τ.  
We will now denote the values of νi  and V. for 

instance, in the part R^(j = 0,1,2) by νii  and V, 
respectively. We will denote the limiting value of 
171, for instance, as ξ approaches n ι  with ξ < n ι  by 

n 

Figure 2. Variables in R0, R1  and R2.  

4  



02217z = (νιP32 + Ρ 2) V2 +f12 (23g) 191 λiL + (c1— c2) Τι] . (25f)  

ρ32 W = ρ32 V2- (23h) Integrating eq 19a 19b and 19c from ξ = n0 tο ξ, we  
obtain the following equations given as  

where ν1  is defined as:  
fii  + νρ3ιVι fio  + ριοVι — Λ (26a)  

ν 1  = ν(T1 ). (23i)  
ρ21 V1= Α (26b)  

Using eq 3, we obtain 
ρ31 Vi = ρ3ο V1 (26c)  

Pie = d2( 1—  d31  132) (23j) 
 

where 
P-2 = d2[ 1 (ν ιd ι  ι + d3^ ) Ρ32  ] (23k)  

Vι=ν31 - ń ο (26d)  
From eq 23f, 23i and 23j, we obtain  

ν Vο= -110 (26e)  
Vz = [1 + ν1 (d 2 1 - d 1 1 ) Ρ-32]  ν  + d 1f1 . (231) 

ξ 
It is easy to see that all variables at m± are deter-
mined if all variables at n ī  are known. Using eq 
13a at n 1, we obtain 

Λ(ξ) = λ2d ξ, ξ ? flu. (26f) 
m o  

Using eq 3, we obtain 

! 11 + ρtι ν = 2  + 12V2  + λ2 (24a) ν ρ31 d  1 + p21 d  + ρ31 d  3 1 (26g) 
 

ρ21 Vi = P22Vī  — ^2 (24b) 
Ρ10 d  + 03o d = 1. (26h)  

p3i Vi = p3^ V2 (24c) Taking limits of eq 26a, 26b and 26c as ξ approach- 
es n1, we obtain  

where 

νj = ν31 - ń 0 . (24d)  
fig + ν ι Psi V1+ 

Λ+ = f10 + Ρί ο VO (27a)  

P^^ - Α+ =0 (27b) 
For the sake of simplicity, we will introduce a new 
variable µ defined as P31 V i = ρ30 V ο (27c)  

P32 =  µP31 (24e) Comparing eq 25a, 25b and 25c with eq 27a, 27b 
and 27c, respectively, we obtain 

Using eq 22h and 24e, we will reduce eq 24a, 24b 
and 24c to 

f + ν 1 1114l Vī  = fι  ο + Ριο Vο - Λ+  - λτ (28a)  

fit + ν  1 ρΙ1 = fig + ν ι µ P 1 17z + λ2 (25a) 
Pn V2 Α+  + λ2 (28b) 

ρ ιν = 022V2  λ2 µV2  (p30 /p^l) VO • (28c)  

Vt = µν ' (25c) Let us assume for the time being that iiO,  ν 1  (or Τ1 )  
and λ2 are given. It is easy to see that the left-hand  
terms of eq 28a, 28b and 28c contain four unknown  
variables at n ī  in R2; V2 , ρV, µ, and f,  while the  
right-hand terms of these three equations contain  

Using eq 3, we obtain 

ν ι µρ d  j  + P22d  2 + µρ  d  1 (25d) 

Vi p314  it  + PZ^d 21  + Paid ^ 1 (25e) 
unknown variables in the combined region of R 0  + 
R1 . Since p;2  and µ are related by eq 25d, all the 
unknown variables at n ī  listed in Figure 2 are 
uniquely determined if all the variables in R 0  + R1 

 listed in Figure 2 are known. 

From eq 13b, we obtain 

5  



From eq 27a, 27b and 27c we find that these 
three equations contain five unknown limiting 
values, Vl,   Ρ11, Ρ31ι fi  ι and A±. Since ρ 1 and p31 
are related by eq 25e, we have actually four un-
known limiting values and three equations. There-
fore, if one of these four unknowns is given, then 
all six unknown limiting values at ft listed in 
Figure 2 are uniquely determined. Choosing V1  to 
bean independent variable, we will write all other 
limiting values as follows. First from eq 27c, we 
obtain: 

ρ12  = ν µρ31 (33d)  

ρ22 = d 1  [i  (V id i i  + d1) µΡ31] 
 (33e)  

f12 = fi  i — λ2  . (33f) 

Using eq 31a, we will reduce eq 33f to 

f12 = fio + s± Vo - d2 (Vi - Vo) - λ2 . (33g) 

131 P30 (V0 /ν) (29a) 

In actual experiments, Ριο  and ρ 0  are given as 
initial conditions. If Vo, ν 1 (or Τ1), 2,2,f10  and V1  are 
given, then all other variables are uniquely deter-
mined. Since ρ31  is difficult to measure experimen-
tally, it is convenient to introduce a new variable 
µo  defined as 

Pi^ V i Ρ3ο (V0 / ) (29b) 

From eq 25e, we obtain: 
µο= Ρ32 Ρ3ο =  ( r 2 4)32 )(Π4-1 /Π3°) µ• (34a) 

p21 = d2—d2(1V1d1 +d3 V) ρ3ο(Vο/ i+) (29c)  
Using eq 23h, 25c and 27c, we will reduce eq 34a to  

From eq 27a and 27b, we obtain  
µo = Vο /V2 (34b) 

!ς11 =J
ς
io + Ρ1Ō V0 — (ν 1Ρ31  + Ρ21)W (30a)  

Using eq 24e and 25c, we will reduce eq 231 to  
^+ = ρ2^ V• (30b) 

½±= µ 1 [1 + V 1  (d 1  — d 2 1) µ-ρ31
η
J
η

Vi+d2 1/2. (34c)  
Substituting ρ21  in eq 30a by eq 29c, we will reduce  
eq 30a to Substituting fi2 in eq 34c by eq 33g and using eq  

33b, we will reduce eq 34c to  
fii =fiο+ s+ Vο - d2(Vi - Vο) (31a)  

= d2lfιo + V0[1 + (d21 — di-1) ριο ] . (34d)  
where s ± is defined as  

Combining eq 34b and 34d, we obtain  
s+ = (1 - d ī  1d2) (Ριο - ν1ρ3o) . (31b) 

 Vο( d2 1fio+Vπ [1  ( d2 1  -d1^ ))J  Plo}}! 1  . (34e)  + 
Unknown variables, Ρ3ι,  Ρι ^• Ρ2ι ' fns and A are  
given by eq 29a, 29b, 29c, 31a and 30b, respectively, 
in which superscripts + are deleted and V 1  is re-
placed by V. For instance, f11  is given as 

From eq 23d and 34d we obtain  

r = d 2
i
ft  o + (d 2 1 d ii)  ρiπVα (34f) 

fii= f10 + sVo  — d2(V1  — VD) (32a) Using eq 34f, we will reduce eq 34e to  

where s is given as µο = Vo  (r + V0 )1 (34g)  

s = (ι - d i 1d2) ( ριο - V p30) We will introduce new variables, ωl̂  and w^, de- 
fined as  

Using eq 28a and 28c, we will write unknown  
variables at nl as w Ρii ρ3;, ι 1,2 and j = 0, 1, 2 (35a)  

V2 = d21  + Vi λ2 (33a) W W1 + W2j j = 0, 1, 2. (35b)  

Vl (Vl + d 1  λ2)-1 (33b) Itis clear that ωl^ is the content of the ith constituent 
in R and that ω. is the content of ice and unfrozen 

Ρ32 = µρ1 (33c) water in R We will refer to w as the total water υ ^ 
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content. Using 9, we will reduce eq 32a to When V0  > 0, we obtain 

fiifio + ρ3o(wo — w1)V0 . (36a) f11 > fro and fi g  > 0, if Vo > 0 and ξ > no. (39b)  

Using eq 26a, 26b and 36a, we obtain It follows from eq 39b that f11  is greater than f10  and 
increases with ξ. This special case does not appear 
to be p robable because the mobility of water should Λ = ρ30(ω1 — ν) Vo  . (36b) 
not increase with increasing ξ.  

We will now examine the behavior of f 11 . From eq 
32a we obtain 

Next we will consider a special rule that the 
total water content w 1  is kept constant at w0. From 
eq 36a and 33f we obtain: 

fol =fio + sV0  — d2ν31 (37a) 
fit= fro = λ2 . (40a) 

Using eq 26c, we will write ν31  as: 
From eq 37a we obtain 

V31 = (Ρ3οΡι —  ι) ν0.  
V31 = d 1  sV0 • (40b)  

Since T decreases as ξ increases from n 0  to n 1 , s is 
positive in R 1  and increases with ξ. It is anticipated 
that p31  may decrease with ξ but does not increase 
with ξ. Since V0  >_ 0, from eq 37b we find that ν31  >_ 
0 and ν3 1  >_ 0 in RI  . Therefore, from eq 37a we obtain  

From eq 29a we obtain 

p31 Q30(1 + d )4 . (40c)  

We will reduce eq 36b to  
fio + s+ Vo ? , f1  1 ^ fι  o — d  2ν31 (38a)  

Λ = ρ30(w0 —  ν) V0  . (40d)  
where  

= (p30 — 0sιΡ) V0 /Ρáι• (38b) 
It follows from eq 40b and 40c that ν31  increases  
with ξ while ρ31  decreases with ξ for a given V0. 
This second special case appears more probable 
than the first case because the mass flux of water 
should not increase with increasing ξ. We will 
study the second case below. The empirical func-
tion ν(T) in eq 40d is known to be an increasing 
function of T with v(0) = w0 . We will assume that 

Ice-rich frozen soil 
We will focus the remainder of our analysis on 

a special case in which the frozen part of the soil 
contains a significant amount of ice. For such a 
case the mobility of water in R2 is anticipated to be 
much less than that in R 1  and we may neglect f12. 
It follows from eq 34a, 34g and 36b that the values 

v(T) possesses a continuous first derivative. 

of µ0, V0  and Λ remain small, 
The thermal conductivity k 1  of R1  depends on 

the composition of R 1 . Our experimental data indi-
cate that k 1  is a nondecreasing function of ξ. We 
will approximate k1  by a linear function of ξ as 

The exact composition of R 1  is not known. How-
ever, it is a generally accepted view that ρ31  does 
not change significantly from ρ3o.  The results of 
our analysis on the data of Tomakomai silt (Na-
kano and Takeda 1991) appear to support such a 
viewpoint. Assuming the existence of a certain 
rule for ρ31, we will explore probable rules below. 
Suppose that such a rule is known then two of five 
independent variables, Vi and λ2ι  are uniquely 
determined by eq 26c and 33g, respectively, when 
three remaining independent variables, V 0, Tl  and 
f10,  are given in this case. Let us consider first a 
special rule that ρ31  is kept constant at ρ30. In such 
a case ν31  vanishes and eq 37a is reduced to 

k1(ξ) = k0[1 + η(ξ — n0)] 1 n1  > ξ >_ n0  (40e)  

η = (k11 — k0)/(δko) >_ 0 (40f) 

δ = n1 — n0 (40g) 

lim k1(ξ) = k11 < k21 _ (40h) 
ξ -+ nl  
ξΡ;n  Rl 

fil =fio + sV0  . (39a) 

where k21  is the limiting value of k2  when ξ ap-
proaches n 1  while ξ is in R2. Under assumptions 
described above we will study thermal and hy-
draulic fields below. 
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Temperature Τ(ξ) Using eq 41b and 44d, we will reduce eq 44c to 
We will seek solutions Τ(ξ) to the balance equa- 

tion of heat given by eq 21a in R0  and R1 . We will 
begin with R0. Since fi  =fiο'f2 = 0, V= V0  and ½ = 

 0, from eq 21a and 21b we obtain 

z i  = cifiο + P30V0 [c3 + c2w0  + (c1  - c2)ν]. (44e) 

Neglecting the last term in eq 44e, we will reduce 
eq 44b to 

Τ" - β0Τ' = 0, ξ in R0 (41a) 
-k1 T' = k0α0  - k0  β 1 Τ + LA. (45) 

^ο = (c160 + c0 V0)/k0 (41b)  
where β1  is defined as 

where k0  is the thermal conductivity of R0  and c0  is 
defined as 

=kρ  1[ci f1  ο + P30 Vο ( C3 +C2 W0)]. (46)  

c0 = c1P10 + c3P30 • (41c) We will reduce the jump condition (eq 25f) to a 
somewhat more convenient form by using eq 44b. 
We will write the limiting value q when ξ ap- 
proaches n 1  while ξ is in R2 as  

Since T(n0) = 0°C, integrating eq 41a, we obtain 

T(ξ) =  β 1 (1- exp [- βο(nο - ξ)]) αο 

r(ξ') = - αο exp [- βο(nο  - ξ)] (42b) q = k21αi (47)  

where a0  is defined as k21 lim k2(ξ) (48)  
ξ->n ι  

a0 = - Τ'(nο). (42c) 
ξ in πΡz  

Next we will seek a solution in R 1 . First we will 
rewrite eq 21a and 21b by using eq 26a, 26b and 
26c. Since fi =6o'Í2  =0 and ½ = A' in this case, we 
will reduce eq 21b to 

where k2  is the thermal conductivity of R2 and α1  is 
the absolute value of the limiting temperature 
gradient as ξ approaches n 1  while ξ is in R2. Using 
eq 44b and 47, we will reduce eq 25f to  

k21α1 -  k0 α0  + k0 β0Τ1= (fio + A+) [L + (c1-  c2)Τi] Lz = - (c1f10 + cV 1)Τ + (c1  - c2)A Τ. (43a) (49) 

Using eq 26a, 26b and 26c, we obtain A + = (ωο - ν i)P3ονο • (50)  

cV1 = - (ci  - c2)Α + c0V0 . (43b) As shown in Appendix A, eq 45 has a unique and 
decreasing solution for n 1  >_ ξ _> n0 . Fora special case 
in which the following condition holds true, Using eq 43b, we will reduce eq 43a to 

Lz = - (cifi0 + cοVο)Τ' + (cl  - c2)(ΑΊ)'. (43c) 
ηΡδ < 1 and 1318 < 1. (51)  

Using eq 43c, we will reduce eq 21a to We found that the condition, eq 51, holds true  

when the steady growth of an ice layer occurs 
(Takeda and Nakano 1990). When eq 51 holds true,  
we may use an approximation (Nakano 1990) giν- 
en as  

q = - k 0βo T' + ((c11 —  c 2)(' + L^'. ( 44a) 

Integrating eq 44a from ξ  = n0  to ^, we obtain 

q = - k1 T' = kοοιο - z1 Τ + LA (44b) χ  R ιιf 1 1 + βi ( - no). (52)  

z1  = k0β0 - (ci - c2)Α (44c) We obtain an approximate solution (App. B) given  

where k1  is the thermal conductivity of R 1  and A is 
given as 

as  

Ί(ξ) = πο Π l  ν πο Π 1  ν 11i) (ξ - nο) (53a)  

Α = (w0 - ν) 1)30V0 • (44d) 
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T"(4)X  —  πΙ + = ΠΟ(ν +  π 1 βιv) Τι = 0  

βι(πι - ποπī  i 
131v)(ξ -  no). (53b) 

φ1(T) iJ (Κιο /Κι) (k ι /ko)d T Τ < 0 
(55b)  

- 

It is easy to see from eq 45 that the temperature Τ(ξ)  
is uniquely determined if V0,f10,  α0  and ξ are given.  
Hence, the temperature Τ1  at n 1  is determined by 

V0 , f10 ,  α0  and δ. Suppose that V0,f10,  α0  and δ are 
given, then Τ1  is determined by eq 45. Once Τ1  is 
known, then α1  is determined by eq 49. As we 
described in the preceding section, all variables  

listed in Figure 2 are determined by Vo, Τ1  and fιο 
if ρ31  obeys a certain known rule in R 1 . This implies 
that four independent variables must be given in 
order to specify the condition of freezing. We will 
choose α0,  α1, f10 and V0  to be independent vari-
ables. 

 =  

^2{T) = 
(v /woXKio /Κι) (k ι /k o)d Τ Τ < 0  

o (55c)  

where Κ10  and Κ20 are the limiting values of Κ1  and  
Κ2, respectively, as ξ approaches n0  while ξ in R1 . 

Choosing T as an independent variable, we will 
write the two integrations in eq 54b as  

IO = Κ 1  Κ2 rdξ = Κ iá Κ20 Τιφ oι (56a)  
Pressure Ρ1 (ξ)  

When the mass flux of water is given by eq 1, we  
have found (Nakano 1990) that the following equa-
tions hold true in R 1 : 

Τι 
Ιι = K1

1 
 dξ = ^ (Κι Τ')-1d Τ (56b) 

Ριo = Ριn — [(fio /Κο) + ρo]δo (54a)  
where φ01 = φ0(T1 ). We will write eq 54b as  

Ρ21 = Ριo — Κ 1  Κ2Τ' d ξ - fι  o Κ 1 d ξ (54b) Ρ21 =  Ρ10 - Io  —fισ1  • (57)  
np  

where P10 = Pi (no), Ρι '  = Pi (n), 
Using eq 55b and 55c, we will reduce eq 56b to  

(App. C)  
n = some point in R0  

Ii = — (πι χιο )_1[[ φφ ιιΤ (1 _ε)± w σπσπ 1φ2ιΤι ] Κ0 = hydraulic conductivity in R0 

ρο = gravity term that is equal to the den- 
(58a) 

sity d1  multiplied by the gravitation-
al acceleration. 

 _ 
Τι + (φ ιι -1 

rl  

δ0  is defined as 
ε βι 

nī l  ι (58b)  

δ0  = n0  - n > 0. (54c)  
where Φιι = φ1(Τ1) and φ21 =  Φ2 (Τ1) •  

Using eq 56a and 58a, we will write eq 57 as  
We will assume that P21, P1 n  and δ0  are given. 

In order to reduce eq 54b to a simpler form, we  
^^ = P21 — P10 = — Tll2 (59a)  

will introduce the following three dimensionless 
quantities 12 = Κ1J  Κ20  Φ oι - (πι Κι

o )_1 
 

)(1 T1= 0 fιo [φιι (1 - ε) + ωο  πo ni lφ2ι ] . (59b)  

φσ(Τ)= 
r Using eq 54a, we obtain  

T1 (Κι0  /Κι)  (Κ2 /Κτο) dT Τ < 0 
ο σι = σ + ροδo + δοΚο  ^fι ο (60a)  

(55a)  
σ = Π2ι — din (60b)  
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—  Τι = (σ + p0  δ0  + δο Κο  ifι  ο) / 12. (60c) Condition of steady growth  

Since the composition of the freezing soil is as-
sumed to be continuous at n0, we may expect that 
the limiting value Κ1 0  and Κ0 should be equal 

Since the mass flux is given by eq 22c, the fluxf  ιo 
in a neighborhood of n 1  is given as 

fi  o =  —  Κι1  Ρ1(ηΡ 1) — Κ21 Τ ' (ηΡι) (63a)  

Κ0  = Κ10. (61a) where Ku, Pi (Ιτ i ), Κ21 and Τ '(ni) are the limit-
ing values of Ki, Ρi (ξ), Κ2 and Τ '( ξ) , respective-
ly, as ξ approaches n 1  while ξ is in R1 . From eq 53b  
we obtain  

Neglecting the gravity term, we will reduce eq 60c 
to 

— Τι = (σ + δο Κ o lfι  ο )/ Ι2. (61b) r(n) = — αο b (63b)  

Whenf10 vanishes, from eq 61b we obtain b = (1  70)1 (bo + + b ιδ) (63c) 

σ = —(Κ20 /Κο) φ of Τι, 	if fio = 0. (61c) 1 b  =  α  (πι — πονι— ποπ 1 βι∎ ι) (63d)  

The generalized Clausius-Clapeyron equation 
(Edlefsen and Anderson 1943), which was proven  
empirically by Radd and Oertle (1973), is given as 

bi =  α 1  βι  (πι — 
Π0Πī  1 

βiv 1 )  . (63e)  

Similarly from eq 53a we obtain  

σ _ — γΤ1 , iff10 = 0. (62a) Τ1= — αο(αο + a 1δ) (63f)  

Comparing eq 61c with eq 62a, we obtain a0 = — (63g)  

γ = (Κ2ο/Κo) φ01 ,  iff10  = 0. (62b) (63h)  ai = α (πι — ΠΟ Π1 Vi βi) 

It follows from eq 22d that eq 62b holds true and 
that we have 

where v ι = v(Τι)  
Using eq 63b, we will reduce eq 63a to  

γ_ 1(Z0/ Κ0 (62c) fio = —  Κιι  Ρi (n ι) + bΚ21 ασ . (64a)  

^o1 = 1, 1f f10  = 0. (62d) Neglecting terms representing sensitive heat, we  
will reduce eq 49 to  

It should be noted that eq 62c should hold true  
regardless off  10 . Using eq 62c, we reduce eq 59b to kοα0 + Lf10 = k21 α1 —  ρ30V0L(w0 — ν1). (64b)  

12 = Υ Φοι —  (πι Κο) -1 Now we will recall a special case studied (Nakano 
1990) where V0  vanishes and the steady growth of 
an ice layer occurs. Ιn such a case, π0  vanishes and  
eq 63c is reduced to  

fιο [φ ιι (1 — ε) + ωο  ττο ΠΙ1Φ21]. (62e) 

For a special case in which σ is negligibly small, eq  
61b is reduced to b = (1 + ηδ)-1 (1 + /3 1 8) (65a)  

— Τι = (δο Κo  fιο) / Ι2 . (62f) βι _ — kj  lcιfι  ο • (65b)  

At the end of the preceding section we had four 
independent variables, α0, α1,fio and V0. Since we 
have derived another equation, eq 60c, we now 
have three independent variables, α0, α1  and V0 . 

 We will derive one more equation below in order 
to reduce the number of independent variables to 
two. 

Also eq 64b is reduced to 

kοαο  + Lf10  = k21αι (65c) 

It was found (Nakano 1990) that the steady growth 
of an ice layer occurs under the conditions given as 

(k21  /kο)α1  > αο (66a)  
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R s O^ P1(ni ^) ? 0. (68)  

Rm 
/ Suppose that eq 68 does not hold true. Since  

Pi ( ) < 0 in a neighborhood of n 1  in R1, there 
exists a point ξ1  in this neighborhood such that  
Ρ(ξ)> Ρ21. Also Ρ21 > Ρ10 because Ρ21 _> 0 andfι0 
> 0. Since Ρ 1 (ξ) is continuous in R 1, there exists at 
least one point ξ2  with  ξ1 > ξ2 > n0  such that 1'1(42)  
= Ρ21. This implies that another ice-rich frozen soil 
layer can exist in R 1 . This is obviously contradicto-
ry to our assumption that there is no ice-rich frozen 
soil layer in R 1 . 

/ 
RS 

RS 
/ 0 

α 0 / 

/ 
/ 

/ 
R u When eq 68 holds true, from eq 64a and 64b we 

obtain 

/  
αο > k21 b2 1  αι — b3 α 1 

(69a)  

Figure 3. Temperature gradients a1  and οιο. where b2  and b3  are defined as 

Ρί  (n ι ) > 0. (66b) b2  = k0  + LbΚ21 (69b)  

Using eq 64a and 65c and combining eq 66a and 
66b, we obtain 

b3 = b21  ρ30 Vο L(wo — ν ι ^). (69c)  

In Figure 3 we will draw curve 1 given as 

(k21/k0)α1 > αο  > k21(k0 + LbΚ21)4αι (66c)  
αο = k21 b2 α ι — b3 . (69d)  

The region RS  in Figure 3 satisfies eq 66c and the  
steady growth of an ice layer occurs in R S . Line Rs * 
in Figure 3 is given as 

Since V0  > 0, curve 1 must be in Ru  and converges  
to Rs when V0  approaches zero. When V0  vanishes  
and the steady grοωth of an ice layer occurs, a line  

of constant f10  is parallel to Rs *, such as broken 
line 2 in Figure 3. It follows from eq 64b that line 2 
is still the line of constant f10  except in Ru  where 

α0  = (k21 /k0)α1 . (67a) 

Line Rs * is the boundary between RS  and Rm 
where an ice layer melts. The boundary Rs in 
Figure 3 is given as 

line 2 is the line of constantf10  + ρ30V0(w0 — V1).  

(o = k21 (ko + Lb* Κ2ι) αι 
-i 

(67b) 

It follows from eq 69d that the distance between 
curve 1 and Rs increases with increasing V 0. From 
eq 34g we find that the ice content in R2 decreases 
with increasing V0. The condition eq 69a implies 
that the steady gr οωth of frozen soil occurs in the 
region bounded by curve 1 and RS . Since V0  is an  
arbitrary positive number, eq 69a also implies that 
the steady growth of frozen soil occurs every-
where in Ru. However, the steady growth of ice-
rich frozen soil is anticipated to occur in the part of 

where superscripts * are used to indicate the value 
of any variable when a point ( α1, a( ) belongs to Rs . 
Since b* and Κ21 generally depend on α0  and α 1, 
the boundary Rs between RS  and Ru, where the 
steady growth of an ice layer does not occur, is a 
curve stemming from the origin. From eq 66b we 
obtain Ru  not far from the boundary Rs .  

Pi (ni) > 0 in R S (67c) 
Suppose that a point (0( 1,00) in Ru  is given; then 

we can find V0  that satisfies eq 69d. At the end of 
the preceding section we had three independent 
variables, α0, α1  and V0. Since these three variables 
are related by eq 69d, we now have only two 
independent variables, οι0  and α1 . In other words, 
we have found that the condition of the steady 
growth of ice-rich frozen soil is uniquely deter-
mined by two independent variables, c 0  and ccl, 

Pi (n i) = 0 on Rs (67d) 

Now we will examine the case in which V0  is 
positive and the steady growth of ice-rich frozen 
soil occurs. First we will show that the necessary 
condition for the steady growth is given as 
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under a given hydraulic condition and overbur-
den pressure. We have shown that there exists a  

traveling wave solution containing two indepen-
dent parameters, α0  and α1, to the problem of  
steadily growing ice-rich frozen soil. 

Si = b Kip (71a)  

S2 = 0 (71b)  

S3 = b * Κiι S (71c)  

DISCUSSION 
S4 = 0 (71d)  

One of the outstanding questions among re-
searchers of frost heave has been the relationship  
between the rate of frost heave r and the speed of 
a frost front V0. A significant amount of effort has 
been made to determine empirically this relation-
ship under the hypothesis that r is uniquely deter-
mined by V0. The empirical relationships between 
r and V0  reported in the literature sometime dis-
agree with (or even contradict) each other (Takashi 
et al. 1978), and there appears to be no consensus 
among researchers. This situation casts a serious 
doubt upon the validity of the underlying hypothe- 

S = k2 ιΡ ( kο + Lb * K2') 1 (71e)  

It follows from eq 71a, 71b, 71c and 71d that the last  

term on the right-hand side of eq 70b (or 70c) is  

negligible in comparison with the first term in the  

right-hand side of eq 70b (or 70c) when V0  is much  
less thanf10  and αi  >_  1.0 °C cm-1  for i =  1,2. It is easy  
to find that Si,  S2 and 53 are positive, but the sign  

of 54 is not certain.  

sis that r is uniquely determined by V 0 . 

According to the results of our analysis, we  
have found that the rate of frost heave r is not  
uniquely determined by the speed of a frost front  
V0  alone and that the relationship between r and  
V0  strongly depends on αi  (i = 0,1). To examine the  
validity of eq 70b we will use reported experimen-
tal data. Takashi et al. (1978) conducted a series of  

frost heave tests in which the temperature of the  

unfrozen part R 0  was kept constant at 0.2-0.3°C  
higher than the freezing point of a sample so that  
the speed V0  of a frost front n0  was kept nearly  
constant. Dividing eq 70b by d2V0, we will reduce  
eq 70b to  

We will show that r is not uniquely determined 
by V0  if Μ1  and the assumptions used in our 
analysis are valid. Using eq 64b, we will reduce eq 
34f to 

d2 r = L 1  (k21  αι - kο ασ) 

— ρ30 Vcjd1 d2 W0 — v 1 . (70a) 

Since α1  and α0  are related by eq 69d, we can  

express r as a function of V0  and either α'3  or α1 . We 
will write eq 70a in two ways as  

rVο  1 d 21  b K21 αο Vο  1  

+ d2 - di) P30 W0. (72)  
der= 51αο+ S2 (70b)  

Takashi et al. (1978) called ξ  the "frost heave ratio."  
= 53 α1  + S4 (70c) Analyzingtheir data, Takashi et al. (1978) found  

where Si  is given as 
empirically that is uniquely determinedby V 0  for 
a given applied pressure σ. A typical behavior of ξ  
vs. V0  obtained by them is reproduced in Figure 4  

where a curve is drawn that approximately repre-
sents their data points taken with their sample 2  

under the applied pressure σ = 304 kPa. In their  
tests the temperature profile in the sample was not 
measured and it is difficult to assess the variability  

of α0. However, if α0  is keptnearly constant and  
Κ21 mainly depends on x ο V0  ,then their empirical 
relationships between ξ and V0  are consistent with  

S1  = bΚ21 (70d) 

S2 = (1- d ī  1 d2) p30 Vowc (70e) 

S3 = b Κ21 k21 b2 1 (70f) 

- (1 - d 1 
 ιΡ

d2) ν l ] p30½. 

S4 = - Rcrild2 kο b2
_1

) ((ww00  - Vi) (70g) eq 72 as we will show below.  

We will examine the value of S i  for a special case in 
which σ vanishes and V0  is much less than f10. The 
limiting value of Si  as V0  approaches zero is given 
as 

Since the second term on the right side of eq 72  

is a given constant, ξ  approaches asymptotically  
this constant as V0  becomes infinite. The value of ξ  
increases with the decreasing V 0  until i  becomes  
infinite when V0  vanishes and an ice layer grows.  
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Figure 4. Frost heave ratio 4  (%) vs. V 0  (cm d-1) 
obtained empirically by Takashi et al. (1978). 

Figure 5. Frost heave ratio (%) vs. ν 1  (cm -1  d) 
obtained empirically by Takashi et al. (1978). 

The curve vs. V0  in Figure 4 is converted into the 2  

curve ξ vs. V 1  Figure 5. It is clear from eq 72 that  

the gradient of the curve in Figure 5 is proportional  

to Κ21 if eq 72 holds true. From Figure 5 we find that 
the gradient of the curve tends to decrease with the 
increasing Vō  1; namely, Κ21 is a decreasing func- 

0 Test Α  

tion of Vō  1  
We have derived eq 72 under the assumption 

that the speed of a frost front V0  is constant. There-
fore, eq 72 is not anticipated to hold true for the  

transient freezing in which V 0  varies with time.  
However, eq 72 may approximately hold true for  

the transient case in which the change of V 0  with  
time is small. Analyzing the data on transient  

freezing tests obtained by Akagawa (1990), Miyata  

and Akagawa (1991) empirically found that ξ  may  
be uniquely determined by α0Vō  1, though data are  
limited. Their data ξ of two tests (test A with  σ  = 60 
kPa and test B with σ = 110 kPa) vs. are pre-
sented in Figure 6 where a curve is drawn to show  

Λ  

ξ 

« ν- Ι  o 

the trend of the data points. Figure 6. Frost heave ratio ̂  (%) vs. αο ν  1 (°C cm 2  d)  
obtained empirically by Miyata and Akagawa (1991).  A soil specimen of 8.5-cm length was frozen 

from the bottom up with constant boundary tem-
peratures (Akagawa 1990). The data points ( ξ, 
αoVō  1) were taken during the time period from 4 to 
45 hours after the start of the test. The speed V 0 
decreased and αο  increased monotonically with 
time; hence, the value αoVō  1  increased monotoni-
cally with time. In test A, for instance, V0  changed 
from 9.12 cm d-1  at 4 hours to nearly zero at 45 

rates of change in V0  and οb  as described above.  
From Figure 6 we find a trend similar to that of  
Figure 5: the gradient of the curve ξ  vs. αoVō  1  tends  

to decrease with the increasing α0Vō  1, namely, Κ21  
is a decreasing function of αoVō  1  

hours while οιo  changed from about 0.6°C cm  1  at 

We have studied the steady growth of ice-rich  

frozen soil by using Μ1 . We have shown that there  
exists a traveling wave solution to the problem of  

steadily growing ice-rich frozen soil and that this  

solution is reduced to the solution to the problem  
4 hours to about 1.5°C cm at 23 hours. It is quite 
interesting that eq 72 may hold true despite such 

1 
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of a steadily growing ice layer when the velocity 
hO vanishes. We have also shown that the steady 
growth condition of ice-rich frozen soil under 
given hydraulic conditions and applied pressures 
is uniquely determined by a set of two physical 
variables, αo  and α1 . We will present the results of 
our experimental study in another report. 

ing soils: I. Analyses on the steady growth of an ice  

layer. Cold Regions Science and Technology, 17(3):  
207-226.  
Nakano, Y. and K. Takeda (1991) Quasi-steady  
problems in freezing soils: III. Analysis on exper- 
imental data. Cold Regions Science and Technology, 
19: 225-243.  
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APPENDIX A: EXACT SOLUTION OF EQUATION 45  

When k 1 (ξ) is given by eq 40e, we will introduce a 
new independent variable Χ defined for n 1  >_ ξ >_ n0  as 

that a solution T(X) is negative for Χ> 1 if it exists.  
Integrating eq A2, we obtain 

Χ=1+11(4 — n8), l+ ηδ>_Χ>_1. (Al) Τ 

In Χ = η(βι Τ —  αo — k81  AL) 1 dT. (A4)  
Using Χ, we will reduce eq 45 to Jo  

dT  = (ηΧ)-  ^ ( βιΤ —  αo — ko  ιAL) (A2) 
Since the integrand of eq A4 is continuous, a solution 
T(X) exists. It is easy to see that the right side of eq A2  

satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to Tbecause  

the function A(T) possesses a continuous first deriva-
tive as assumed. Based on an elementary theorem of  

ordinary differential equations (Sansone and Conti  

1964), we may conclude that eq A2 has a unique  

dX 

Multiplying eq A2 by Χ -(^ ') , we will write eq A2 as 

d TΧ- ^1 ΙΜ )  —   ( X)-1  X- ‚) (α o+ko1AL) — 

d Χ 
(A3) negative solution T(X) for Χ > 1.  

Suppose that a solution T(X) of eq A2 exists. Since the 
right side of eq A3 is negative, the function ΤΧ in) 

It follows from eq A2 that the unique solution of  
eq A2 is decreasing with x (or ξ) because the right  
side of eq A2 is negative. We have shown that eq 45  

has a unique and decreasing solution for n 1  >_ ξ >_ n0. 
is 

a decreasing function of X. Therefore, T(X) must be 
negative for Χ> 1 because T= Oat  Χ  =1. We have found 
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APPENDIX B: APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF EQUATION 45  

As we have shown above (App. A), eq 45 has a 
unique and decreasing solution. This implies that X ( οr 
ξ) and T are one-to-one. Treating A as a function of Χ,  
we will write eq A2 as 

We will seek approximate equations for eq Β9 and  
B 10 when the following condition holds true:  

η δ < 1 and β  1  δ < 1. (Β 11)  

Τ( X) = n11ī
1

(1 Χ 	+ ποη  γχ ιn  (B1) -1 
We found that the condition, eq Β11, holds true when  
the steady growth of an ice layer occurs (Takeda and  

Nakano 1990). When eq Bi  Ι   holds true, we may use an  
approximation (Nakano 1990) given as: 

where π0, π  1 , and Υ are defined as 

πο = kο -^Lp30 Vο (Β2)  
Χ 3/1Y1^ 1 + βι (ξ — no). (Β 12)  

πι _ αο + Πο w ο (Β3)  
Using eq Β 12, we will reduce eq Β9 and Β 10 to 

Υ( X) X -(ιι+βι η 1)d χ. (Β4) πo ττ ^ 1—ν — kπ i— ποπ i  ι —ν Di)(ξ —nο)(Β13)  
^  

r(ξ)χ (ν β1  V )  l We will rewrite eq A2 as = — π i + ΠΟ + πī  

dT — ( ηΧ) -1  πι Υι (B5) — βιΡ πι — ποπī  1 β1 v (ξ — nο). (Β14)  
dX  

= 

where Υ1  is defined as 
For the calculation of ν, Χ -31t1   is approximated  

by using eq Β 12 as  

Yi = 1 — Πl  (βι T + ΠΟν). 1 (Β6) χ -4 ιn 1 [1 +  βι — nu)]4 . (B15)  

Using eq Β5, we will reduce eq Β4 to When V0  is very small, from eq Β 13 T(ξ) is given as  

(B7) Τ(ξ) _ — π1(ξ - n0). (Β 16)  

Substituting eq Β 16 into eq Β 15 we obtain  Ν= v x 	 Υ1  idT. (Β8) 

J
Ι

O χ -*Ιn 1 (1— βιΠī 1T) 
-1  

(Β17)  
Using eq Β7, we will reduce eq B! to:  

Now v is approximated as  

Τ(ξ) = ΠΙ βī1('1— χ°ιtī  1 )+ n0  l1  χ Pιtī  (Β9) 

Jo 

r  
-ι  

Using eq B5 and Β9, we obtain: 
v = — ν [Υι (1 — βι πī 1T)] dT. (Β 18) 

Ϊ "(ξ)X Χ ^1Yt (ΠΙ — ποπī  βi ΐ )  + i πον. (Β10)  = — 
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTATION OF Ii  

Using eq B5, we will reduce eq 56b to — πι Κιο 1ι — wo ποπō1Τ1 φ21  

— πι Κιο1ι= Χ (κιο/1(1)Υ 1 d Τ. (Cl) φ1Τ1(1+ π 1 βι T)d Τ 1 _ 
ο ο  

The term β1 Tin eq B6 describes the effect of sensi-
tive heat that is much less than π1 . Also the term  
Π īλiεο ν in eq B6 is less than one. Therefore, the term 
π īl(βι Τ + nο ν) is generally less than one and we 
may approximate 

Υ
as 

Φιι Τι (1 — ε) (C3)  

where  

Φ ι= d φ ι /d T  

Υj1 =1+πī1(βι T+ πον). (C2) Τι 
 

ε βι  - Τι  +  Φι i dT. (C4)  
Using eq 55b, 55c and C2, we will reduce eq Cl to: . ο  
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